Updating shareholders about their co-operative

All-year value more
important than ever
Keeping farm inputs competitive
Well the currency and commodities
rollercoaster continues to challenge
any business which is interested
in importing inputs and exporting
outputs (that’s most of the agrisector
in that boat!)
At the time of writing, ammonia is at
historic lows and this drives prices of
other nitrogen-source products like urea
and DAP.
Globally, there are massive ammoniacreation facilities coming on stream. I
saw these for myself when I visited our
strategic partner SABIC in Saudi Arabia
last month.
As well as increasing the global supply
base, these “mega urea” facilities can
innovate to deliver added choice and
value for a product which has traditionally
been seen as a commodity.

We’ve also been working hard to take
the price initiative here in New Zealand.
In three months, we initiated two cuts so
that urea is now at its lowest price since
2007.

Business update
Autumn is now in full swing and so far
your co-operative is seeing a strongerthan-expected order book with sales
on a par with this time last year.

This is part of our policy of all-year value
where we pass on price reductions along
the way and target a sensible rebate at
the end of the year. It’s not just about
money in your back pocket rather
than ours, but also value in the form
of accessible technical advice, quality
products and new tools to help farm
decision making.

Like many other agri-services businesses,
we had prepared for a tougher time of it
in 2015-16 with associated cost discipline.

Of course, as a co-operative we are also
trying to support those shareholders
who are going through particularly tough
times at the moment while at the same
time considering fairness for all and the
long-term viability of the business.

While the year starting 1 June 2016 is
hard to plan for, your team here remain
confident and determined that we will
be able to continue delivering all-year
value to our existing customers as well
as welcoming new ones. This confidence
is based on our strategy that has been
shown to be working over the past three
years.
Upcoming news
Health and safety continues to be
a top priority and there are some
exciting developments in the pipeline
to tell you about in the months ahead.
On page 3, you can read about our
infrastructure investment in New
Plymouth and Christchurch’s new High
Intensity Mixer which we believe is the
first of its kind in Australasia.
Our research collaboration with Massey
University was recognised as we earned
a Partnership Award from them while
our aerial precision Primary Growth
Partnership Programme enters a new
phase with eight research farms across
the country testing that world-first
technology.

Subdued demand combined with massive new urea
production capacity is leading to a downward trend.

Finally, I’d like to thank you for your
support as we complete a busy autumn.
In the current climate we don’t take the
support lightly and are determined to
reward your backing.
Greg Campbell, Chief Executive
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Continuous improvement:
Focus on ARL
Continuous Improvement at ARL
Like other business units of
Ravensdown, Analytical Research
Laboratories has a relentless desire
to improve everything that it does.
But desire doesn’t do it alone. Teams
need to feel empowered and engaged,
so the ideas keep coming and the
improvements keep stacking up.
Project Analyst at ARL Matt Carran
describes how they keep improving.
ARL has been collecting and implementing
staff ideas for many years and has had a
strong focus on adding value and removing
waste in our day-to-day processes.
ARL has generated over 1,000 ideas
through this system over the last four
years and we have implemented about
40% of these.
Some ideas have been quick wins such
as tidying up processes by removing
redundant tasks or increasing throughput
by simple workspace changes. Other ideas
are long-term projects, some taking several
years to complete.

Bag v Bottle: improvement in action
One simple idea was to redesign the
way ARL stored the finished product
samples sent from the three Ravensdown
manufacturing plants. These are important
because they record the chemical and
physical qualities of the fertilisers that we
make and that our shareholders depend
on.
When one of our staff members moved
from our Soil Analysis Team into our
Fertiliser Lab, they saw the opportunity to
take our current disorganised and difficultto-use system and make a number of
small, quick improvements.
Originally, samples were sent in small
zip-lock bags which were fiddly to close,
hard to courier and very difficult to keep
in order. We repurposed our 250ml digest
tubes, sending these out to the three
superphosphate factories and asking them
to use these instead of the bags.
We then had a local company make us
custom shelving to hold these tubes. Once
we’d completed these improvements we
updated our procedures and shared our
improvements with the wider company.
Although this seems like common sense
and only a small improvement, when you
multiply it by the 400 other improvements
we have made it adds up to a significant
leap in productivity and efficiency.

ARL, which conducted 71,000 soil tests
last year, is independently assessed and
accredited by IANZ. The “5S” methodology is
part of the continuous improvement system
that focuses on creating a more organised
working environment.

“ I’m a great believer you 		
make friends and you 		
have them for life…and 		
that’s the good part about
Ravensdown - they’re all
team players.”
Bryan Hocken, Tarata shareholder
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Kass Bell at ARL sorts the samples.

Some of our larger projects include; using
new barcoding technology to improve the
process of submitting soil samples, partial
automation for preparing soil samples from
the courier bag to the lab instruments and
increasing our capacity for domestic and
commercial water analysis.

New Plymouth store approved
Farmers of the Central and Western
North Island are one step closer to
benefiting from a multimillion dollar
Ravensdown investment in a new
fertiliser storage and blending facility
in New Plymouth.
“The agri-sector in the Taranaki is feeling
the pinch and service towns like New
Plymouth are seeing the impact. This
investment has spin-off benefits for local
contractors and shows Ravensdown’s
commitment to the community and to
its Central and Western North Island
customers,” said Mike Davey, Regional
Manager.
New blend quality towers above
others
Custom-batched precision
blending becomes a reality in May
as Christchurch’s first-to-NZ High
Intensity Mixing (HIM) tower goes
online.
The HIM is flexible enough to blend exact
formulations and combine liquid nutrients

High intensity mixing plant

such as molybdenum evenly and quickly.
This makes made-to-order or prescription
batch production a reality.

Handling in excess
of 160,000
tonnes annually,
Ravensdown’s
New Plymouth
store is a key
storage and
distribution
facility within the
Artist impression of the new 14,000 square metre New Plymouth store.
co-operative’s
national stores network.
like dust emission and stormwater
management,” added Mike.
“The new facility will store fertiliser in
better conditions meaning better quality,
Customers will continue to pick up from
will be laid out more efficiently meaning
the current facility while the new one is
less wait time and will be built for better
under construction. Intended completion
performance on environmental factors
is in late 2017.
“The first customers to benefit will be
Central South Island,” said Regional
Manager John Hodgkin. “But the plan is to
test this technology so that it can be made
available in other parts of the country.”
Working together with our soil diagnosis
technologies, fertiliser planning system
and precision spreading services, the
new blending plant enables accurate
prescription blends specific to a crop’s
needs.
Scholarship winner meets team
Lincoln University student Lucy Bell is
the latest winner of the Hugh Williams
Ravensdown Memorial University
Scholarship. She’s seen here meeting
Deputy Chairman Stuart Wright (left)
and fellow director Bruce Wills.
The scholarship was established in
memory of the late Hugh Williams, who
was a Ravensdown director from 1987 to
2000. The grant offers sons or daughters

Lucy Bell, Hugh Williams Scholarship winner

of Ravensdown shareholders $5,000 a
year for the duration of their studies for
a number of agricultural or horticultural
degrees at Waikato, Lincoln or Massey
Universities. Applications for this year close
in November.
“Since I was really young I’ve always
wanted a career in agriculture,” said Lucy.
“Once I’ve finished I’d like to become a part
of a graduate programme, like the one they
have at Ravensdown.”

“ Ravensdown’s advice 		
really helped us get our 		
ducks in a row.”
Ali McLean, Rangitikei shareholder
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Data capture
from air and
Profile: Charles Tahau,
Health and Safety Champion ground
Last year, Ravensdown held elections
for Health and Safety Champions
across the whole business. The goal
was to get consultation going at “the
coalface” about ways to improve our
health and safety culture.
Charles Tahau from the Pukekohe
store was nominated and elected,
then agreed to chair the co-operative’s
health and safety committee.
What does the Chair of the Health and
Safety Committee do?
There are 56 health and safety champions
nationwide and the role is all about keeping
awareness high, sharing good practice and
asking how can we do things better?
On top of my day job as store worker and
loader operator, I’ve spent a fair bit of time
reading up on documents and policies as
well as visiting a few other stores.
Why do you think the role is
important?
Well the Champion idea is all about
capturing the insight from those whose
“boots are on the ground.”
There are definite differences we can
make to things like company policies and
practices that are better coming from
people who do the work rather than only
from management.

What skills or experience are needed?
I’ve worked for Ravensdown for four years
and before that I was with a steel mill so
health and safety has always been a big
part of my working life.
What do you find interesting about
the role?
My belief is that instead of carping from
the sidelines, it’s better to contribute
something useful and get involved.
What is the biggest challenge?
We all have these pockets of experience
and examples of how we’ve made a
practical difference, but it’s harder to share
that across the whole employee network.
For example, regularly clambering up a
pretty flimsy looking 3m ladder was not
my favourite task, so my boss and I sorted
a stairs-and-platform solution. That’s the
kind of thing that happens all the time, but
getting it sorted across every site takes
more than just the initial idea – it takes
communication and systematic follow
through.
Any message for shareholders?
The customers I meet know how to keep
themselves safe. The regulars who come
in to the store know to wear the high-viz
vest and park where they’re supposed to.
Sometimes it’s the visitors who don’t come
in that often who need to be more aware
and follow the instructions.

Technical Manager Mike White explains
that Ravensdown has taken 10,000
physical samples to correlate with millions
of farm readings taken from the aerial
scanner as part of its Primary Growth
Partnership.

Meanwhile researchers test aerial
spreading accuracy of modified aircraft and
believe that wind speed can be eventually
incorporated into the emerging placement
verification technology.

Proof of Placement Map
Customer: Patitapu Station
Block: Variable Rate
Product: 9441884- Super Sel
Applied By: Mark Tocher

Date: 19/12/2015
Rate: Variable - See Legend
Amount: 416 T
Comments:

Sourced from the LINZ Data
Service and licensed for reuse under the Creative

Sourced from the LINZ Data Service and licensed for re-use under the
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The map shows the variable rate aerial
application of fertiliser by the computer
controlled doors on a focus farm. The red
areas were 200kg/ha, yellow at 250kg/ha
and orange at 300kg/ha while the green
lines show where the fertiliser was not
applied showing the benefits of avoiding a
blanket approach.

Water quality lessons
learned by West Coast farmers
Senior Agri Manager Sonya Perkin and
her husband Arthur own a dairy farm
at Inchbonnie in the Lake Brunner
catchment on the South Island’s West
Coast. Their farm has about a third of
the property humped-and-hollowed
and the land runs down to the edge of
Lake Poerua, which empties into the
Brunner catchment.

It quickly became apparent that if farmers
didn’t step up to the plate, they would
end up having non-farming interests
controlling what happened around the
lake. It was better to be part of developing
the solution, than to be reacting to the
decisions of others. We agreed that
whatever other factors might be causing
the P build-up, as farmers we still had to
play our part, and some of the options

That would not only have made it very
hard for us to operate sustainably, it
would have placed a stigma on farms in
the Brunner catchment that would have
devalued our properties and made them
very difficult to sell if people wanted to
move on.
We surprised the regional council when
farmers said we wanted to explore the
options like putting in new effluent
disposal systems, fencing off and bridging
waterways, and riparian planting. Our new
effluent system, at about $70,000, was
one of the cheaper ones, but it was still an
expense we were prepared to pay to avoid
a third party telling us how to manage our
fertiliser regimes, especially when no other
farmer in the country was facing similar
restrictions.
As a result of the commitment by farmers
to do their bit for the lake, many of my
neighbours have asked Ravensdown to
do whole-of-farm soil testing and develop
fertiliser regimes on a paddock by paddock
basis. This means the right fertiliser only
goes where it’s needed.

Senior Agri Manager Sonya Perkin

Sonya remembers when the issue of poor
water quality and algal growth in Lake
Brunner was starting to come to a head.
“Farmers copped the blame, and to be
fair that was not helped by a bit of poor
practice at the time where cows were not
being fenced off from waterways, and
some effluent was getting into streams
that fed into the catchment. But of course
they were not the only contributors.

being put to us by the regional council
were not ones farmers were prepared to
contemplate.

Advisors aim for Masters
Massey University and Ravensdown
have teamed up to develop a postgraduate course that will reflect
the kind of practical knowledge and
learning that the co-operative’s fieldbased team are renowned for.

The advisors starting the Masters
programme are Agri Managers James
Livingston, Nathan Bensemann, Richard
Tennant and Dayle Kirby as well as David
McIntyre Animal Health Technical Manager.

The option that caused the most grief
was a proposal to bring in a compulsory
restrictive fertiliser regime only for farmers
in the catchment. It would have severely,
and permanently, restricted farmers’ ability
to fertilise their properties for efficient and
economical production.

“We have fertiliser, agchem and seeds
products to boost feed quality and
quantity and animal health products to
drive livestock’s wellbeing and productivity.
But these are only as good as the advice

In a way, it brought the community
together. While farmers copped a bit of
blame at first and things got a bit tense,
in the end it meant that farmers were at
the forefront of the solution – not just on
their own property, but also mucking in
on community planting days and the like.
There was a concerted effort in getting the
lake right for everyone.”

and insight that accompanies them,” said
Bryan Inch General Manager Customer
Relationships. “We’ve already got the most
certified nutrient management advisors of
any company in New Zealand and these
guys are aiming to become the first to
complete this new Masters programme.”

Ravensdown
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The finance team at Ravensdown give some pointers about how
shareholders can help themselves and their co-operative, while ensuring
a spirit of fairness for all.

Dollars and sense
Avoid late payment interest
There is a very small minority of
shareholders who, for one reason or
another, end up paying later than the
due date advised on the statement
and detailed in the company’s terms
and conditions.
The best way to avoid interest being
charged on a late payment is to pay by
direct debit. This payment method also
attracts a 1.5% discount to reflect the
processing efficiencies of direct debit.
Cheque change
Over 83% of shareholders opt for
their rebate to go straight into their
bank accounts which, in August or
September, can be a critical time from
a cashflow point of view.
The number who take delivery of a rebate
cheque has been falling for nine years. The
processing time of printing, posting and
signing cheques as well as re-issuing any lost
cheques still runs into thousands of dollars.
So from 2016, Ravensdown will no longer
be issuing paper cheques. If you’ve received
cheques in the past you can confirm your
bank details with the Customer Centre so
your money hits your account quicker.

“ For us, the additional 		
cost of N-Protect over 		
standard urea in dry 		
conditions is worth 		
it as it gives us far 		
more control.”
Pat McEvedey, Southbridge shareholder
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Staggered payments
Some customers facing financial
hardship may need to talk to
Ravensdown about staggering their
payments.
There is usually a conversation to be
had and financial details to check before
agreeing any terms. Paying off a deferred
payment in sensible slices rather than one
big lump reduces risk for the individual
farmer and for your co-operative. Our
shareholders often tell us “you are not a
bank” and shouldn’t be taking on risk which
can add up to a substantial dollar amount.

Paper savings
Electronic invoices and statements are
just one way you can streamline your
office.
MyRavensdown is the one-stop-shop
to look at all your financial documents.
You can receive an email when any new
documents are published. Posted copies
of financial documents have been phased
out by many companies due to processing
costs, reduced paper use and the customer
convenience of seeing their details online.
This year’s annual statement of fertiliser
purchase will not automatically be posted
out but will be available on
MyRavensdown.co.nz.
While we continue to strive for efficiency
through electronic options, we respect that
some customers prefer printed statements.
If you are not receiving our updates and
documents in your preferred way, please
simply let us know.

In Brief
Items from around the traps

Napier manufacturing site wins
The Ravensdown team is celebrating
its win at the Hawkes Bay Chamber of
Commerce Awards where the farmer
co-operative clinched the Large
Business Award for 2015.
Regional Manager Jamie Thompson
sums up: “In the Hawke’s Bay region we
have several stores, a spreading venture,
customer contact centre, laboratory
and, of course, our superphosphate
manufacturing plant. The whole team can
take pride in this acknowledgement of its
contribution to the Hawke’s Bay economy.”

Partnership effort rewarded
General Manager Innovation and Strategy, Mike Manning holds the Massey University
Partnership Excellence Award for 2016. The award given to organisations that closely align
with the vision for New Zealand that focuses on science-based sustainable growth of the
agri sector.
Meanwhile Chief Scientific Officer Ants Roberts has delivered a series of bite-size videos
explaining how to get the most from pasture. You can view the resources on our website
or our YouTube channel.

Judges were impressed by the very
clear understanding of how technology
can accelerate business success, good
implementation of health and safety
practices and the strong focus on people
development.

KEY FACTS ABOUT RAVENSDOWN IN
NAPIER

1
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Up and coming
Ravensdown is supporting Chief Helicopter
Pilot Dean Lithgow’s “Let’s get ‘em down”
campaign to remove pilot-threatening
wires on farms. His boys Stafford (left)
and Casey also give the campaign their
backing handing out special branded chilly
bags which Dean paid for. They also made
a video clip to drive the safety message
home which you can see on YouTube by
searching the campaign name.

Winning ways
Congratulations to 23-year-old
Marlane Harmer who is a mechanical
engineering apprentice at our Napier
plant. She won the Competenz Stuart
Tolhurst Apprentice Trophy at this
year’s 2015 SKF National Maintenance
Engineering Conference (NMEC) in
Hamilton.

3

The seven-hectare manufacturing
plant has been operational since 		
1953, ISO 9001 quality accredited
since 1996 and ISO 14001 		
environmentally accredited since
1998.
It is the largest superphosphate 		
manufacturing plant in
New Zealand with products being
applied across nearly one million 		
hectares of farmland throughout 		
the North Island.
Heat, which is a by-product 		
of the manufacturing process, 		
is channelled into a 6.5 megawatt
generator. At full production, 		
Napier is capable of being totally 		
self-sufficient in energy 		
requirements, or can feed 		
enough electricity into the national
grid to power around an eighth of
all the houses in Napier.

“ Local knowledge and the
science behind it – that’s
advice you trust.”
George Williams, Grassendale shareholder

Ravensdown
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Integration brings greater
control across supply chain

Phosphate rock provider invests
Phosboucraa is investing US$1.7 billion
on improving its production capability
and facilities for the local population.

Biosecurity system at 100%
Ravensdown, the Ministry for
Primary Industries and independent
consultants Hunter Quality Solutions
have implemented a bulk Fertiliser
Imports System (FIS) that significantly
reduces the risk of introducing
biosecurity threats to NZ.
The system consists of a fully-audited
and inspected supply chain from mining /
production, warehousing, transportation,
port warehousing, loading facilities and
vessels to NZ ports. Focus is put on critical
control points to ensure all bio-security
risks are eliminated and procedures are
documented and followed.

suppliers that have not made the grade
have been cut.

As part of the system, inspectors oversee
the vessel before and during loading
providing our labs with representative
samples. This also has quality control
benefits. The regime has teeth and some

In a recent review of 70 shipments from
15 countries across seven New Zealand
ports, MPI were impressed by the
100% compliance and the partnership
approach.

Consultant Glenn Smith inspects
granular ammonium sulphate producers
in South Korea as part of a recent
biosecurity/quality audit.

The mine, which provides a special lowcadmium phosphate rock specially for
NZ conditions, is the largest employer in
Western Sahara. More than two thirds
of the 2,300 employees are locals to
that area. Details of the Ravensdown
supplier’s community engagement
activities including health and education
programmes are available on its website
www.phosboucraa.ma

Shipping brings control
Ravensdown imports approximately one million tonnes of product each year,
comprising high analysis fertilisers, trace elements, supplements, agrochemicals and
raw materials for the production of superphosphate.
Dry bulk cargoes make up about 95% of all imports and comes in via dry bulk cargo
ships like the vessel “Topflight” to the eight of the 13 Ports around New Zealand (see
images above).
Our joint venture with Ravensdown Shipping Services allows us to closely monitor
vessel suitability and performance, ensuring product quality is not compromised
once it leaves the supplier. The JV also gives better control over our shipping costs,
which ultimately affects product pricing. RSS are also able to utilise empty ships to
export products like logs, making the whole process more efficient than paying for a
point-to-point journey.
See you at Mystery Creek and the South Island
Dairy Event in June and the FMG Young Farmer
of the Year national final in July!
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